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Abstract
We show that subexponentiality is not sucient to guarantee that the distribution tail of
a sample quantile of an innitely divisible process is equivalent to the \tail" of the same sample
quantile under the corresponding Levy measure. However, such an equivalence result is shown
to hold under either an assumption of an appropriately slow tail decay or an assumption on the
structure of the process. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS classi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1. Introduction
Given a measurable real valued stochastic process X =(X (t); t 2T ) dened on
a probability space (
;F; P) and indexed by a parameter t in a probability space
(T;T; m) and a 2 [0; 1) we dene the sample quantile of X as
Q(X)= inf

x2R:
Z
T
1fX (t)6xgm(dt)>

: (1)
A sample quantile is a functional of a sample path of the process. By denition, X
spends at least 100% of its \time" at or below Q(X), and at least 100(1− )% of
its \time" at or above Q(X). The recent interest in the properties of sample quantiles
originates, probably, with mathematical nance and \look-back" options. See Miura
(1992) to learn more about \exotic" options, and Dassios (1995, 1996) and Embrechts
et al. (1995) for some recent research on sample quantiles.
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Suppose that the process X is innitely divisible, and given in the form
X (t)=
Z
S
f(t; s)M (ds); t 2T; (2)
where (S;A) is a measurable space and M is an independently scattered innitely
divisible random measure on (S;A) with Levy measure F . We recall that F is a -
nite measure on (S R;AB), where B is the Borel -eld on R. The random
measure M can be regarded as a stochastic process (M (A); A2A0); where
A0 =

A2A:
Z
A
Z
R
min(1; x2)F(ds; dx)<1

:
Moreover, for every A2A0; M (A) is a real innitely divisible random variable with
a one-dimensional Levy measure  given by (B)=F(AB). That is,
E exp(iM (A)) = exp
Z
R
(eix − 1− i(x))(dx)

= exp
Z
A
Z
R
(eix− 1− i(x))F(ds; dx)

; (3)
where (x)= x=(1+ x2).
The kernel f(t; s) in Eq. (2) must have certain integrability properties for the
stochastic integral to be well dened and the resulting stochastic process to be mea-
surable. See Rajput and Rosinski (1989) for more details on innitely divisible ran-
dom measures and stochastic integrals with respect to such measures. In particular, we
will assume that the kernel f : S T!R is ( jointly) measurable. See Appendix in
Embrechts and Samorodnitsky (1995). We are interested in relating the tail distribu-
tional properties of a sample quantile Q(X) to the corresponding properties of the
quantiles of the kernel f in (2) with respect to the Levy measure F .
A nonnegative random variable X is said to be subexponential (or to have a sub-
exponential distribution) if P(X>)>0 for all >0, and
lim
!1
P(X1 +X2>)
P(X>)
= 2:
Here X1 and X2 are independent copies of X . A real valued random variable X is
called subexponential if its positive part X+ is. The dening tail equivalence property of
subexponential random variables extends to more complicated sums. Thus, if X1; X2; : : :
are i.i.d. copies of a subexponential random variable X , then
lim
!1
P(X1 +   +Xn>)
P(X>)
= n (4)
for every n>1, and
lim
!1
P(X1 +   +XN>)
P(X>)
= ; (5)
where N is a mean  Poisson random variable independent of the sequence X1; X2; : : : .
One of the consequences of Eq. (5) is the following. If X is an innitely divisible
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random variable with Levy measure  such that its tail (;1)^ 1 is the distribution
tail of a subexponential random variable, then
lim
!1
P(X>)
(;1) = 1: (6)
See Chover et al. (1973) and Embrechts et al. (1979).
On the level of stochastic processes, subexponentiality causes a phenomenon similar
to Eq. (6) for subadditive functionals of the sample paths of the processes. Speci-
cally, let X be an innitely divisible process given by Eq. (2) and  :RT! (−1;1]
a measurable function satisfying (x1 + x2)6(x1)+(x2) for every x1; x2 2RT (sub-
additivity property). One looks at the \tail" of functional  of the kernel f (s)= (f(t; s);
t 2T ); s2 S by dening H ()=Ff(s; x)2 S R: (xf (s))>g; >0. If H () ^ 1 is
the distribution tail of a subexponential random variable, then (under a boundedness
assumption),
lim
!1
P((X)>)
H ()
= 1: (7)
See Rosinski and Samorodnitsky (1993).
Our goal in this paper is to study to what extent (7) extends to sample quantiles of
an innitely divisible process. Formally, we would like to replace  with Q above.
In this case the corresponding tail measure dened on the kernel f (s) is given by
H()=Ff(s; x)2 S R: Q(xf (s))>g: (8)
Suppose that H()^ 1 is the distribution tail of a subexponential random variable.
Does this imply (perhaps, under appropriate boundedness assumptions) that
lim
!1
P(Q(X)>)
H()
= 1 ? (9)
The answer is not supplied (at least, directly) by (7) because the sample quantile
is not a subadditive functional of a process. However, Embrechts and Samorodnitsky
(1995) gave an armative answer to the above question under more restrictive as-
sumptions. The main assumption was that H() was regularly or slowly varying at
innity. Distributions with regularly varying tails form an important, but only a proper,
subclass of all distributions with subexponential tails, and so the question whether (9)
extends to the entire subexponential setting remained open.
The rst task we accomplish in this paper is to demonstrate by means of an example
that (9) does not extend to the entire subexponential setting, even under the same
additional assumptions that were required in the regularly varying case. This is done in
Section 2. We then show that (9) still holds if, in addition to subexponentiality, the tail
H() is heavy enough (although not necessarily as heavy or as regular as a regularly
varying tail). This result is presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we show
that certain structural assumptions on the process will guarantee the tail equivalence
(9) without any additional rate of decay assumptions as in Section 3. For example,
it turns out that sample quantiles of both Levy motions and integrated Levy motions
satisfy (9); note that in the nancial context the former process is often viewed as the
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(log) price process, while the latter process is simply related to the average (log) price
process.
2. Bad news: A counterexample
In this section we give an example of an innitely divisible process such that H()
is equivalent to a subexponential distribution tail, but (9) does not hold even under
the additional assumptions imposed by Embrechts and Samorodnitsky (1995) in the
regularly varying case.
Let us consider a modied Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process
X (t)=
Z t
0
e(s−t)M (ds); (10)
06t61, where the Levy measure F of the innitely divisible random measure M
is given by F(ds; dx)=Leb(ds)(dx). Here Leb is the Lebesgue measure on [0; 1]
and  a one-dimensional Levy measure. It is easy to see that (10) is a well dened
measurable innitely divisible process for any  as above. Let m=Leb as well.
For a general process (2) one denes
H()=F

(s; x)2 S R: jxj ess sup
t2T
jf(t; s)j>

: (11)
A simple substitution shows that for the process (10) we have
H()= ((;1)); (12)
and that
H()= ((e1−;1)): (13)
For our example we choose a  supported on [e;1) given by
((;1))= exp

− 
log 

(14)
for >e. It is straightforward to check Eq. (14) is the tail of a subexponential random
variable; see Pitman (1980). Since scaling does not aect subexponentiality, it follows
immediately that H is equivalent to the tail of a subexponential distribution as well.
We claim that for this process
lim
!1
P(Q(X)>)
H()
=1; (15)
for any 2 (0; 1) while for any >1− log 2
lim
!1
(H())2
H()
= 0: (16)
Therefore, the conclusion (9) fails for our process for all 2 (0; 1). The reason we
check Eq. (16) is that it is under this assumption that Eq. (9) was proved in Embrechts
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and Samorodnitsky (1995) in the regularly varying case. Moreover, the function H()
will play an important role in the results of the next section.
We start with observing that it follows from Eqs. (12) and (13) that in our case
H()= exp

− 
log 

and
H()=  exp

−e(1−) 
log +(1− )

: (17)
In particular, if >1− log 2 then Eq. (16) holds.
To check Eq. (15) we start with observing that we can represent the process (10)
in the form
X (t)= e−t
N (t)X
k=1
e k Yk ; 06t61; (18)
where (N (t); t>0) is a unit rate Poisson process independent of a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables Y1; Y2; : : : with a common distribution given by P(Y1>)= ((;1)).
Here  1;  2; : : : are the arrival times of the Poisson process (N (t); t>0). Let
Lx(X)=
Z 1
0
1fX (t)>xg dt
be the sojourn time functional of the process. Observe that Lx(X)>1−  for a 2 (0; 1)
implies that Q(X)>x. Therefore, Eq. (15) will follow once we prove that
lim
!1
P(L(X)>1− ; N (1)= 2)
H()
=1: (19)
A simple geometric argument together with (18) shows that on the event fN (1)= 2g
we have
L(X) =minf(log Y1− log )+;  2− 1g
+minf(log(Y1e 1− 2 + Y2)− log )+; 1− 2g: (20)
Therefore,
P(L(X)>1− ; N (1)= 2)
>P(L(X)>1− ; N (1)= 2; L(X)= ( 2− 1)+ (1− 2))
=P(Y1e 1− 2>; Y1e 1−1 + Y2e 2−1>;  1<;  2<1< 3)
= e−1
Z
0<u<v<1
u<
P(Y1eu−v>; Y1eu−1 + Y2ev−1>) du dv: (21)
We now estimate the probability under the double integral in Eq. (21) for xed u and v.
Denote b=eu−1 and c=ev−1. Then 0<b<c<1 and the probability in question is
U (b; c; ) :=P(bc−1Y1>; bY1 + cY2>)>P(Y1>cb−1)P(Y2>(c−1− 1))
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because of the independence of Y1 and Y2. Now Eq. (14) implies that
U (b; c; )> exp

(c−1− 1+ cb−1)
log 
B(b; c; )

;
where
B(b; c; ) :=
log 
log((c−1− 1))
c−1− 1
(c−1− 1+ cb−1) +
log 
log(cb−1)
cb−1
(c−1− 1+ cb−1) :
For every 2(0; 1); B(b; c; )! 1 as !1, uniformly on the set f0<6b6c61−g.
We conclude that for every 2 (0; 1) and >0 there exists a 0 = 0(; ) such that
U (b; c; )> exp

−

(c−1− 1+ cb−1)
log 
(1+ )

for all >0 and all 0<6b6c61− .
For 0<u<v<1 we dene
V (u; v)= e1−v− 1+ ev−u:
Recalling the denition of b and c above we conclude immediately that for every
2 (0; 1) and >0 there exists a 0 = 0(; ) such that
U (b; c; )> exp

−

V (u; v)
log 
(1+ )

(22)
for all >0 and all 0<u<v61− . Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that
for every 2 (0; 1) we have
V

;
+1
2

<e1−:
Therefore,
=
1
2
e1−−V (; + 12 )
e1−+V (; + 12 )
>0 (23)
and
(1+ )V

;
+1
2

<(1− )e1−: (24)
By continuity of the function V there is a = () such that
(1+ )V (u; v)<(1− )e1− (25)
for all (u; v) in the set
q()=

(u; v): − <u<; +1
2
− <v<+1
2
+ 

: (26)
Since <(+1)=2, we can and do choose a  so small that − >0; (+1)=2+ <1
and for every (u; v)2 q() we have u<v. It follows by Eqs. (22) and (24) that there
is a 1>0 such that for every >1 and (u; v)2 q() we have
U (b; c; )> exp

− 
log 
(1− )e1−

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with  dened by Eq. (23). Substituting this bound into Eq. (21) we obtain
P(L(X)>1− ; N (1)= 2)>
0
B@e−1 Z
(u; v)2q()
du dv
1
CA exp− 
log 
(1− )e1−

:
Denoting the positive constant in the right-hand side above by c we obtain by Eq. (17)
that
P(L(X)>1− ; N (1)= 2)
H()
>
c

exp

e1−


log +(1− ) −

log 
(1− )

;
from which Eq. (19) follows.
Remark. It is clear that a construction similar to the above will work for a slightly
more general class of innitely divisible processes dened by
X (t)=
Z t
0
e(s−t)M (ds); (27)
06t61, with the same innitely divisible random measure M as in Eq. (10), as long
as >0. In particular, the tail equivalence (9) fails without additional assumptions on
the one-dimensional Levy measure  of M (we will see in the following section what
such additional assumptions may be). However, we will see in the last section of the
paper that the process in Eq. (27) always satises Eq. (9) in the case <0, without
any additional assumptions on .
3. Sample quantiles in the case of particularly heavy tails
The example in the previous section shows that subexponentiality of H() in Eq. (8)
is not enough to guarantee the tail equivalence (9). Our goal in this section is to show
that if, in addition to being subexponential, H() decays slowly enough (as measured
in comparison with H() in Eq. (11)), then Eq. (9) holds.
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. Let X =(X (t); t 2T ) be a measurable innitely divisible process given
by Eq. (2). Assume that
ess sup
t2T
jX (t)j<1 a:s: (28)
Assume also that
H() is equivalent to the tail of a subexponential random variable (29)
and that, furthermore, there is a function u : (0;1)! (0;1) such that
lim
!1
H

− bu()

logH()
log j log(H())j
2
H()
= 1 (30)
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for all b>0 and
lim
!1
(H(u()))2
H()
= 0: (31)
Then Eq. (9) holds.
Proof. The lower bound in Eq. (9) follows just from the subexponentiality assumption
(29), which implies the \long tail property" of H(): for every M>0,
lim
!1
H(+M)
H()
= 1:
See e.g. the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1 in Embrechts and Samorodnitsky
(1995). Therefore, we only need to prove the upper-bound counterpart
lim sup
!1
P(Q(X)>)
H()
61: (32)
Furthermore, a standard splitting argument used in the above proofs shows that it is
enough to prove the theorem in the compound Poisson case. Specically, let Yj =(Yj(t);
t 2T ); j=1; 2; : : : be a sequence of i.i.d. measurable stochastic processes, independent
of a mean  Poisson random variable N . Let
X =
NX
j=1
Yj: (33)
The assumptions of the theorem take, in this case, the following form. We assume,
rst of all, that
ess sup
t2T
jY1(t)j<1 a:s:: (34)
Further, denote F ()=P(Q(Y1)>) (= −1H()). Assume that
lim
!1
F

− bu()

log F ()
logjlog(F ())j
2
F ()
= 1 (35)
for all b>0 and that
lim
!1
P(ess supt2T jY1(t)j>u())2
F ()
= 0: (36)
Then Eq. (32) holds, which takes, in the present case, the form of
lim sup
!1
P(Q(X)>)
F ()
6: (37)
We now prove Eq. (37). Let f1; f2; : : : be measurable functions from T to R. Starting
with an obvious statement
Q(f1 + f2)6Q(f1) + ess sup
t 2 T
f2(t);
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one can easily check by induction that for every k>2
Q
0
@ kX
j=1
fj
1
A6 kX
j=1
(Q(fj) _ 0)
+
k−1X
i=1
kX
j=i+1
min

ess sup
t2T
jfi(t)j; ess sup
t2T
jfj(t)j

: (38)
Furthermore, for every >0,
P(Q(X)>) =
1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
P
0
@Q
0
@ kX
j=1
Yj
1
A>
1
A
6
k0()−1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
P
0
@Q
0
@ kX
j=1
Yj
1
A>
1
A
+
1X
k0()
e−
k
k!
:= I() + II(); (39)
where
k0()=

bjlogF ()j
log jlog(F ())j

: (40)
We choose a
b>max(2; e) (41)
and we consider only those  for which k0()>2.
Observe that for all >0() we have by Eq. (41)
II()6 2e−
k0()
(k0())!
62e−
(e)k0()
(k0())k0()
= 2e− exp

−k0() log k0()e

6 2e− expf−k0()(0:5 log jlog(F ())j)g
6 2e− exp

−b
2
jlogF ()j

=o(P(Q(Y1)>)) (42)
as !1.
Furthermore, by Eq. (38) we have
I()6
k0()−1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
P
0
@ kX
j=1
(Q(Yj) _ 0)
+
k−1X
i=1
kX
j=i+1
min

ess sup
t2T
jYi(t)j; ess sup
t2T
jYj(t)j

>
1
A
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6
k0()−1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
2
4P
0
@ kX
j=1
(Q(Yj) _ 0)>− k(k − 1)2 u()
1
A
+P
0
@k−1X
i=1
kX
j=i+1
min

ess sup
t2T
jYi(t)j; ess sup
t2T
jYj(t)j

>
k(k − 1)
2
u()
1
A
3
5
6
k0()−1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
P
0
@ kX
j=1
(Q(Yj) _ 0)>− (k0()− 1)2u()
1
A
+
k0()−1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
k(k − 1)
2

P

ess sup
t 2 T
jY1(t)j>u()
2
6

P

ess sup
t2T
jY1(t)j>u()
2
E

N (N − 1)
2

+
1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
P
0
@ kX
j=1
(Q(Yj) _ 0)>− (k0()− 1)2u()
1
A
6

P

ess sup
t2T
jY1(t)j>u()
2
E

N (N − 1)
2

+
1X
k=1
e−
k
k!
P
0
@ kX
j=1
(Q(Yj) _ 0)>− b u()

logF ()
log jlog(F ())j
21A : (43)
Since Q(Y1) is a subexponential random variable, it follows from Eqs. (36), (5)
and (35) that
lim sup
!1
I()
F ()
6; (44)
and so the claim (37) follows from Eqs. (42) and (44).
Example 1 (Intermediate regular variation). Let (X (t); t 2T ) be given by
X (t)=
Z 1
0
f(t; s)M (ds); (45)
where, once again, the Levy measure F of the innitely divisible random measure M is
given by F(ds; dx)=Leb(ds)(dx). We assume, for simplicity, that  is a symmetric
measure.
Let the tail of  be intermediate regular varying. That is,
lim
r#1
lim inf
!1
(r;1)
(;1) = 1: (46)
A consequence of intermediate regular variation is existence of numbers 066<1
and a C>0 such that for all >1
C−1−6 ((;1))6C−: (47)
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The parameters  and  are related to the so-called Matuszewska indices  and  of
. (In fact, one can choose = + and = − if >0, and =0 if =0, with
 being an arbitrary positive number.) See for example Bingham et al. (1987), Cline
(1994) and Cline and Samorodnitsky (1994) for more information on intermediate
regular variation and related issues. In particular, intermediate regular variation implies
subexponentiality.
To study sample quantiles of the process X dened by (45) we assume, for simplic-
ity, that the kernel f is uniformly bounded. That is, there is a nite constant A such
that jf(t; s)j6A for all t 2T and 06s61. However, this assumption can be greatly
relaxed in dierent ways.
Assume that Eqs. (28) and (29) hold, and that
<2: (48)
Then Eq. (9) holds.
To prove this we only need to exhibit a function u that satises both Eqs. (30) and
(31) in Theorem 1. Observe that for the process (45) we have
H() =
Z 1
0
1(Q( f (s))>0)


Q( f (s))
;1

ds
+
Z 1
0
1(Q(−f (s))>0)

−1; −
Q( f (s))

ds (49)
and, similarly,
H()= 2
Z 1
0

0
@
0
@ 
ess sup
t2T
jf(t; s)j ;1
1
A
1
A ds: (50)
Our rst observation is that Eq. (49) can be viewed as the probability tail of a
product of two independent random variables, one of which has an intermediate regular
varying tail, and the other is bounded. We conclude by Theorem 3.4(ii) in Cline and
Samorodnitsky (1994) that H() is itself intermediate regular varying.
It follows by Eq. (47) that for all >A _ 1 we have
H()>C−1−
Z 1
0
1(Q( f (s))>0)(Q( f (s))) ds
+C−1−
Z 1
0
1(Q(−f (s))>0)(Q(−f (s))) ds= c−1−
for some c>0. Similarly, for all >A _ 1 we have
H()6c−:
We now choose u()= =(log )3. Since H()6H() we immediately conclude that
for any b>0
− bu()

logH()
log jlog(H())j
2
>− b1 log 
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for some b1>0 for all  large enough, and so Eq. (30) follows from the intermediate
regular variation of H(). Finally, Eq. (31) follows from Eq. (48).
The previous example shows that Theorem 1 allows us to treat situations more gen-
eral than regular variation. However, this example still describes the case of a \power-
like" tail decay. The following example shows that Theorem 1 may apply when the
tails decay faster than any negative power of the level. It is also an example of an im-
portant distribution that fails to satisfy the conditions of Embrechts and Samorodnitsky
(1995) but does satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 above.
Example 2. Let us go back to the modied Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process of Section 2
that provided us with an example of a situation where Eq. (9) failed. Instead of Eq. (14)
let us take this time the tail of  being equal (or equivalent) to the tail of a lognormal
distribution, i.e.
 ((;1)) = 1− 

log − a


; (51)
where a is a real number and >0. It follows once again from Pitman (1980) that
Eq. (51) is the tail of a subexponential random variable, and so H is equivalent to
the tail of a subexponential distribution as well. We claim that Eq. (9) holds in this
case.
Once again, we only need to exhibit a function u that satises both Eqs. (30) and
(31) in Theorem 1. Choose
1p
2
<<1 (52)
and let u()= . Then Eqs. (31) and (30) easily follow from Eq. (52).
We do not know the extent to which conditions (30) and (31) are the best possible.
However, these two conditions should be viewed as quantifying the degree to which
the tail H() decays at a slower rate than the tail H() does. We would like to
mention that similar conditions occur naturally when one studies the tail of the product
of independent subexponential random variables; see e.g. Cline and Samorodnitsky
(1994).
4. Monotone kernels
The result in the previous section demonstrates that a slow enough rate of decay of
H() in addition to subexponentiality of the latter implies the tail equivalence (9).
This is true regardless of the structure of the kernel f(t; s) in Eq. (2) (apart from the
requirement that all integrals are well dened, the process is measurable and H() is
subexponential). It turns out that another way to overcome the problems exposed in
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the counterexample of Section 2 is by imposing certain structural assumptions on the
kernel. One such kind of structural assumptions is exhibited in this section.
Theorem 2. Let X be an innitely divisible process given by Eq. (2) (with T being
an interval on the real line, and m a Borel measure on T ), such that for every s2 S
the function f(; s) :T!R is nonnegative and nondecreasing. Assume Eqs. (28) and
(29). Then Eq. (9) holds.
Proof. Once again, the standard splitting argument shows that it is enough to prove
the theorem in the compound Poisson case, that is, in the case where the Levy mea-
sure F is a nite measure. We will thus consider a process (33), which we will
write this time in a somewhat more explicit form. Let N be a mean =F(S R)
Poisson random variable independent of a sequence of i.i.d. S R-valued random vec-
tors ((Sj;Wj); j>1) with common distribution −1F . We then consider
X (t)=
NX
j=1
Wjf(t; Sj); t 2T; (53)
and we recall that we only need to prove Eq. (32). Marking the Poisson arrivals by
the vectors ((Sj;Wj); j>1) we can rewrite Eq. (53) in the form
X (t)=
N+X
j=1
W+j f(t; S
+
j )−
N−X
j=1
W−j f(t; S
−
j ); t 2T; (54)
where N+ and N− are two independent Poisson random variables with means + =
F(S  (0;1)) and −=F(S  (−1; 0)) accordingly, independent of two independent
sequences of i.i.d. S R-valued random vectors ((S+j ; W+j ); j>1) and ((S−j ; W−j );
j>1) whose corresponding laws are given by
P((S+j ; W
+
j )2A)= −1+ F(A\ (S  (0;1)))
and
P((S−j ; W
−
j )2A)= −1− F(A\ (S  (−1; 0))):
Therefore,
Q(X)6Q
0
@
0
@ N+X
j=1
W+j f(t; S
+
j ); t 2T
1
A
1
A :
Now, for a xed 06<1 let
t0 = infft 2T : m(T \ (−1; t]))>g:
There are two possibilities, m(T \ (−1; t0])>) and m(T \ (−1; t0]))= . We con-
sider the latter case; the treatment of the former one is similar.
Since the process X+ = (X+(t)=
PN+
j=1 W
+
j f(t; S
+
j ); t 2T ) is nondecreasing, we
conclude that
Q(X+)=X+(t0+) := lim
t#t0
X+(t):
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Therefore,
Q(X)6Q(X+)=X+(t0+)=
N+X
j=1
W+j f(t0+; S
+
j ): (55)
Observe that for every >0
P(W+j f(t0+; S
+
j )>) = 
−1
+ Ff(s; x)2 S R: xf(t0+; s)>g
= −1+ Ff(s; x)2 S R: Q(xf (s))>g= −1+ H(): (56)
By the subexponentiality assumption (29) we may use Eqs. (55) and (5) to conclude
that
lim sup
!1
P(Q(X)>)
H()
6 lim sup
!1
P(
PN+
j=1 W
+
j f(t0+; S
+
j )>)
H()
= + lim sup
!1
P(W+j f(t0+; S
+
j )>)
H()
= 1:
This proves Eq. (32) and so completes the proof of the theorem.
It is obvious that the same argument will work if we assume that the function
f(; s) :T!R is nonincreasing, instead of nondecreasing.
Example 3. Let X =(X (t); t 2 [0; 1]) be a Levy process with the Levy measure .
That is, X is a process with stationary and independent increments, and it can be
represented in the form
X (t)=
Z t
0
M (ds); (57)
where the Levy measure F of the innitely divisible random measure M is given by
F(ds; dx)=Leb(ds)(dx). Assume that
((;1)) is equivalent to the tail of a subexponential random variable: (58)
Then for every 06<1
lim
!1
P(Q(X)>)
 ((;1)) = : (59)
Indeed, in this case
f(t; s)= 1(t>s); t; s2 [0; 1];
and
H()= ((;1));
and so the assumptions of Theorem 2 are clearly satised. Therefore, Eq. (59) follows
immediately.
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The conclusion of this example can also be obtained from Dassios (1996). Indeed,
the latter result shows that for any Levy process
P(Q(X)>)=P(Z1 − Z2>);
where Z1 and Z2 are independent non-negative random variables, such that
Z1
d= sup
06s6
X (s):
Hence by, for example, the general result of Rosinski and Samorodnitsky (1993)
one has
P(Q(X)>)P(Z1>)=P
 
sup
06s6
X(s)>
!
 ((;1))
as !1.
Example 4. If (X (t); t 2 [0; 1]) is a Levy motion of Example 3, then
Y (t)=
Z t
0
X(u) du; t 2 [0; 1]
is the integrated Levy motion. It can be represented in the form
Y (t)=
Z t
0
(t − s)M (ds); t 2 [0; 1]; (60)
with M as in the previous example. Assume that Eq. (58) holds. Then for every
06<1
lim
!1
P(Q(X)>)R 
0 ((=(− s);1)) ds
=1: (61)
Indeed, we have
f(t; s)=
(
0 if t6s;
t − s if t>s;
and
H()=
Z 
0



− s ;1

ds:
Now, the assumption (29) follows from Eq. (58) and Corollary 2.5 of Cline and
Samorodnitsky (1994). Therefore, all the conditions of Theorem 2 are easily veried,
and Eq. (61) follows.
Example 5. Let us consider once more the modied Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process of
Section 2 in its general form (27). If <0, then the kernel in the integral representation
satises the conditions of Theorem 2 and Eq. (9) holds.
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